
KGE Board of Directors Minutes for 2011/06/05:

TS – Tim Schafer, President
BB – Brandon Burns, Secretary
CB – Connie Blair, Treasurer
AS – Angela Steffe, Even Year Seat
TH – Travis Hamill, Odd Year Seat

1) Quorum Check Start at 1:05

2) Sergeant-at-Arms
Craig Jarvis

3) Call to Order / Roll Call Time:  1:12
Craig Jarvis – GM 1st

Eric Thornburg – BLD 1st

Dan Holland – CBD 1st

Nick Bloss – Safety Director 2nd/BLD 2nd

Ray Gallerani

Tashina Obrecht

4) Special Business: Time:  1:20
Nominations – (for upcoming BOD general seats replaced in July – 4.3.9.2) (2011 – odd year seat)

Change of BOD members – (Fill empty Board of Directors seats)

Ari Drissman – resigned last meeting
Brandon Burns is the new secretary by a popular majority vote of 16
Received hard copy of nomination for Ray Gallerani

Elections – (Seats up via tardiness can not be voted on until after 1/2-hour into the meeting)
Tim Shafer requested to have nomination announcement for Playmaster 1st position posted on the KGE website in the
forum.  In an effort to honor Robin's request for ample time to train incoming staff BOD has agreed to accept nominations
until the August 7th meeting when they will vote on the position.  
Connie Blair mentioned that absentee ballots could be sent in until the ballot box closes for the BOD election but all
absentee ballots must be signed so the member submitting it can be tracked.
Connie reminded us that we have to open and count ballots with two BOD members present.

Change of Staff members – (Fill open KGE/Kanar position seats)

Judicial Review Requests – (Observe the 2 week deadline)

Normal Reviews – (i.e. – year ending – done at the 6th meeting)

Budget Reviews – (from the previous year – done at the 1st meeting)

Budget Submissions
Received submission from Jeff Harvey for the safety staff of 1250.00 for safety kits for each house.  Suggested by Tim to
postpone discussion until we return from the first break, no descent.

Rules Submissions – (Ask the PM 1st if the GMC has any submissions for the end of the meeting.)
Per Travis Hamill, PM 2nd there will be a rulebook for review at the end of the year.

Calendar Submissions – (Should be done at the 3rd meeting.)
Suggested by Tim to postpone until after the first break, no descent.

Set following year’s Calendar – (Should be done at the 4th meeting.)

Insurance due – June 21st

Set insurance for 150 members as we currently have 111 members (per CBD 1st) and it seems unlikely that we'll get 39 

new members

Post Office Box due – June 21st

Connie Blair delegated Tim Shafer to use the debt card and renew it.

5)Reading of Previous minutes Time:  1:30

Waived by Travis Hamill and Seconded by Connie Blair.  Brandon Burns was in descent, motion passed.



6) Address Open Action Items: Time  1:31
(List by Corporate Secretary number and a brief description)

7) Reports – Financial Time:  1:32
Corporate Treasurer
Per Connie Blair She has the feast report, we are still waiting on Debbie Boole.  She has not been
available to give us the funds.  Feast is a rush committee item.  Per Tim Shafer we will continue to
offer Debbie the opportunity to run it for us because of her good record in the past.
Per Tim Shafer the Stevenson's Disposal bill should be put on the debt card.

8) Reports – KGE Staff Members Time:  1:38
BOD Corporate Secretary
No report submitted for this meeting
BOD General Representative Seat Even Year
Report submitted from Angela Steffe, mentioned a complaint received from Jammey Lewis about Craig Jarvis
BOD General Representative Seat Odd Year
Travis submitted a very long fairwell report.  The major high lights are a request for a mission statement for themselves
game, request for a world book, request for a better website, request for Kanar to keep the club mentality instead of the
business one, sentiment that kanar should be more expensive and prepay, we need start fund raising again, and a few other
items.  
Building and Land Director
Turned in a report listing the state of what house and what needed fixing, clean up, or what was in good condition.  Brandon Burns
requested some action be taken before the Week Long event about the mosquitoes as they are extra bad this year due to torrential 
rains.  Said he would look into tablets for standing water, Tim Shafer offered a fogger.  It was requested that an intentions report
be submitted and a plan for individual houses.  Deforestation was also mentioned by (no note, Travis Hamill?) and Eric said he
would look into that as well.    
Safety Director
Jesse Fiorini injured his finger.
Website Administrator
Jesse Fiorini not in attendance and no 2nd.  Motion to write him up by Tim Shafer passed unanimous.  Ray Gallerani inquired if he still
wanted the position, Travis Hamill said he thought he did as they were discussing a new web host last meeting.

9) Reports – Kanar Game Staff Members Time:  2:08
K1 - Play Master
One write up for a player.  New rulebook at the end of this year.  Brandon Burns asked Travis Hamill if they would be cracking down
on increasing problems like “rhino hiding”.  Travis requested backing from the BOD to take disciplinary action.  All agreed a crack
down was appropriate and that we would, asked for documentation in return.  Also asked for players to be treated with respect when 
they're disciplined.  GM1st made an official complaint that the players name was mentioned publicly during the meeting.
K1 - Game Master
Craig Jarvis submitted a report via email, there were no questions.
K1 - Character Book Director
Dan Holland mentioned writing up a study guide for new players to assist with creating character histories and improve knowledge
of the world and setting.  He reported 111 members currently and 92 people at last event.

10) Reports – Standing / Select Committees and Funds Time:  2:17
Game Mechanics Committee
Reminded of needing 6 meetings per year, they reminded us that the rules are static until next year.  There will be
a new rulebook submitted at the end of the year.
Game Story Committee
Have had 2 official meetings and 2 unofficial meetings (they didn't let us know they were having them, so unofficial)
Feast Fund

11) Reports – President Time:  2:23
BOD Corporate President

12) Old Business: Time:  2:24
(Include all tabled items here as well)
YY/MM/DD-#
No Old Business

13) New Business: Time:  2:25



No new business
YY/MM/DD-#
Calendar Submissions and Budget submissions were forgotten at this time so Tim motioned we take a recess, Travis Hammil 

seconded, passed unanimously.

2011/06/05 – 1 2nd: ____________   TS: ____  BB: ____  CB: ____  AS: ____  TH: ____   (2:41)

- I, Tim Schafer, move to add a Policy on Pets for KGE Inc.

Note: Pets are not allowed.  They were at one time, but that was discontinued as they create too many complications. 

There is just too great of risk that they could injury someone or get hurt themselves.  Then there are people that are 

afraid of animals.  They were disallowed before our current insurance was purchased, so they were not considered in 

the premiums.  Therefore, their presence would jeopardize our insurance as well.

2011/06/05 – 2 2nd: ____________   TS: ____  BB: ____  CB: ____  AS: ____  TH: ____   (2:47)

- I, Tim Schafer, move to change the KGE Inc membership number from the first six letters of your last name 

followed by first initial, middle initial to Last initial, First initial, Middle initial, random 4 digit # (member assigned 

or made up by CBD 1st).

 

Note: I would like to place information on-line like the list of members that attended and also let them see how 

many SP they gained and other data so that they can dispute it if necessary before the next event.

          Issue:  The current membership ID is the first six letters of your last name followed by first initial, middle 

initial.  I am SchafeTS and Craig is JarvisCE.  If this information gets out it makes it easy for on-line predators to 

find our members (especially if your last name is less than 6 letters long).

          Solution:  Go to Last initial, First initial, Middle initial, random 4 digit # (member assigned or made up by 

CBD 1st).  Mine might be STW1234 (same number that is on my luggage) and Craig might be JCE0007.  For those 

members with 3 middle names (Ed Roberts), he could be REGJA21.

          It would still allow the CBD to file the information alphabetically (current book process) and also give him 

initials to look up files quickly but not divulge any information.  If the information gets out then the general world 

populous will have an abstract ID and may know something about a bunch of PC information but no real personal 

data.  This information would be stored off line.  This would include all of the Annual Registration Form data that 

has your phone number, address and in most cases you parents contact information as well.

          As the CBD is currently storing all the files electronically, I do not see this process as being overly difficult, 

but, in my mind necessary if we are to move the book to an on-line format at some point in the future.

2011/06/05 – 3 2nd: Connie   TS: Y  BB: Y  CB: Y  AS: Y  TH: Y   (2:47)

 I, Tim Schafer, move to pull KGE-SOP section 6.2.1 through 6.2.4 into its own bullet point.

Note: Currently KGE-SOP section 6.2 refers to registration forms and 6.2.1 through 6.2.4 are about dues.  These are 

two different subjects.

2011/06/05 – 4 2nd: ____________   TS: Y  BB: Y  CB: Y  AS: Y  TH: Y   (2:52)

- I, Tim Schafer, move to add the following to KGE-SOP section 6.1 Membership status;

 KGE-SOP Section 6.1.4 Vendors

All those that wish to participate as vendors at KGE Inc. functions, sponsored games or otherwise shall be required 

to also be KGE members in good standing.  Vendors shall be required to register with the treasurer so as to provide 



contact information to KGE Inc.  Vendors shall also be at the disposal of the BLD staff as to the location of their set-

up.  Lastly, Vendor Membership status alone does not grant them the right to vote.

Note:

1) Become KGE members by paying their membership dues $20.  This is to cover the on our insurance which is 

non-negotiable.

2) Keep a list of their own references (in case members want to know who they sold to or what they have made in 

the past - that kinda stuff)

3) Register with the fund committee leader (Corporate Treasurer).  This is primarily so we have clear contact 

information for each vendor and I will be asking the Treasurer to keep a list of vendors.

4) From there, what members do between themselves is up to them.  I do not care.

Aside note: We may consider setting up a vendor page on the web-site so that our members can buy goods and 

services from other members.  Much like the buy American concept, I would rather help out another member of 

KGE then buy a shirt from an outside source if I can.

2011/06/05 – 5 2nd: ____________   TS: Y  BB: N  CB: Y  AS: Y  TH: N   (____________)

I, Tim Schafer, move to add the following to KGE-SOP section 6.0 KGE membership;

KGE-SOP section 6.x Pre-payment

All pre-payments to any KGE Inc function, game or otherwise, shall be considered effective for the year they are 

received in.  At the end of that year, all pre-payments will be considered donations to KGE Inc. and placed into the 

general fund.

2011/06/05 – 6 2nd: ____________   TS: Y  BB: Y  CB: Y  AS: Y  TH: Y   (3:05)

I, Tim Schafer, move to add the following to KGE-SOP section 6.0 KGE membership;

KGE-SOP section 6.x Refunds

Refund requests submitted in writing to the KGE BOD within 30 days of their payment by a KGE member shall be 

taken into consideration by the KGE BOD at the next scheduled BOD meeting.

Note: we should probably add a refund policy (or a statement that we dont have one) in the part of the SoP that 

details dues and event fees, just to be more clear in the future.  

2011/06/05 – 7 2nd: ____________   TS: ____  BB: ____  CB: ____  AS: ____  TH: ____   (3:07)

I, Jammey Lewis, propose the following changes to SOP-K1:

- Move All GMC duties Listed in section 9 to the Game Mechanics staff.

- Move All GSC duties Listed in section 9 to the GM staff.

- Remove KGE -SOP-K1 section 9.

- Replace all instances of GMC in the SOP with "Game Mechanics staff"
- Replace all instances of GSC in the SOP with "Game Master staff"
- Conduct any other semantic changes necessary for clear language of this change to the SOP.

No champion or second, proposal postponed indefinitely.

2011/06/05 – 8 2nd: ____________   TS: N  BB: Y  CB: Y  AS: Y  TH: Y   (3:17)
First proposal:  remove the GMC and GSC.  



Why:  With the GM and PM appointing the entirety of their committees, there is no point in having official committees – its bogging things 
down, and requiring useless and time wasting paperwork for no real gain in efficiency.  

Accomplished by:
-Striking KGE-SOP-K1 9.0 Standing Committees in its entirety.

-Striking 4.1 Play Master Staff, bullet points  19 and 20 (not related, but housekeeping – might as well do all the changes to the SOP in one go) – 
create and maintain a fence and give reciepts for fenced items – the GMs deal with every other aspect of items and tags, why do the PMs still do 
this?

-Strike 4.1.1 Play Master First, and replace with this new definition:
4.1.1 Play Master First

The Play Master (PM 1st) shall:
 Hold no other KGE positions with the exception of Building & Land Director and/or Safety Director.
 Must have a representative present at all BOD meetings with a prepared report of all functions performed 

by the Mechanical Operations Staff and the GMC since the previous BOD meeting.
 Have a representative in attendance for all KGE JRB meetings involving any member of K1.
 Must have a staff member(s) present and available to the players during scheduled business hours at all 

scheduled events.
 Be responsible for updating the Game Master Staff’s  and the Character Book Director Staff’s copy of the 

Rulebook and Master Spell Book at the beginning of every event.
 Chair the Game Mechanics Committee (GMC).
 Supervise and provide guidance to all GMC members.
 Hold meetings with the GMC as necessary to conduct business so as not to disrupt the game play in any 

fashion.
 Post all rules clarifications
 Be responsible for holding and chairing meetings to discuss rules change, rules clarifications or other 

Mechanical Operations business as needed or at the direction of the Board of Directors.  Such meetings 
must follow KGE-SOP 7.0 – Committees.

 Conduct Rules / General Populous surveys at the direction of the Board of Directors and report its 
findings to the BOD.  

 Be responsible for maintenance and archiving of the following documentation:
 Rulebook

What happened: struck references to the GMC, added those responsibilities from the GMC that needed to still be performed.  

-Add the following bullet points (in red) to 5.1 – Game Master Staff (entire section shown for convenience)
5.1 Game Master Staff

These responsibilities of the Game Master Staff may be delegated by the GM 1st as he/she sees fit.
The Game Play Operations Staff shall:

 Not over-rule the PM Staff in pursuance/execution of his/her duties under their position definition.
 Not over-rule the CBD Staff in pursuance/execution of his/her duties under their position definition.

 Have a thorough understanding of the rules of the game.
 Keep a current copy of the Rulebook and Master Spell Book at every event, as provided for by the Play Master Staff.  
 Keep records of all formal complaints within their purview in their binder.

 Report all GM rulings to the appropriate position when they arrive on the field or inform them in writing no later than 

one week after the event.
 Enact any reasonable punishment for transgressions within their purview.
 Have the power to prohibit KGE members from engaging in any game mechanical effect, including but not limited to, combat and 
casting.


 Not schedule or run a one-day event on the same day as a BOD meeting.
 Have the right to attend any committee meeting.
 Maintain an NPC sash policy and enforce its use.
 Distribute coinage, when needed, for encounters.
 Inform the GM Staff at the end of an event of any possible reoccurring encounters.
 Approve or veto all write-ups for new monsters.


 Be required to submit at least one article per 3-day or longer event to the Mystic Quill.
 Review all current character histories as needed
 Determine guidelines for what is acceptable for new character histories
 Review character histories; if the GM Staff rejects a currently accepted history, that player shall have a grace period, determined by 
the GM Staff with a minimum length of one event, to rewrite their history.
 Be responsible for maintenance and archiving of the following documentation
o The Kanar World Atlas
o History and Setting Book(s)
 Add descriptions of towns and countries to the atlas as character histories are approved.
 Create and maintain a “Fence” area in order to gather and return items to their proper owners.



 Give receipts for fenced items.

What happened:  added GSC responsibilities to GM Staff, moved Fence and Fence receipt bullet points from PM staff to GM staff.  

-Add the following bullet point (in red) to 5.1.1 Game Master First: (entire description shown for convenience)
5.1.1 Game Master First

The Game Master (GM 1st) shall:
 Hold no other KGE positions with the exception of Safety Director.
 Must have a representative present at all BOD meetings with a prepared report of all functions performed 

by the Game Play Operations Staff and the GSC since the previous BOD meeting.
 Must have a staff member(s) present and available to the players during scheduled business hours at all 

scheduled events.

 Chair the Game Story Committee (GSC).
 Supervise and provide guidance to all GSC members.
 Hold meetings with the GSC as necessary to conduct business so as not to disrupt the game play in any 

fashion.

 Bear right to suspend any K1 Staff member not performing their duties with the exception of the Play 

Master First and Character Book Director First.

 Supervise and administrate the execution of the game on the field while maintaining balance and 

atmosphere.  This includes, but is not limited to, all Themes, Plots, Personal Plots, Modules, Encounters 
and NPC’s.

 Review and approve or deny all Themes, Plot, Personal Plot and Module proposals.
 Handle or route character encounters that occur in between events to one or more relevant K1 Staff 

members or committees.

 Have the final approval/veto of all magic items.
 Define materials required for the making of magical weapons.
 Maintain the Plot/Encounter moneybag.
 Generate NPC tags for distribution to players acting as NPC’s.

 Develop/maintain submission forms for all Themes, Plots, Personal Plots, Modules, Encounters, NPCs, 

and other such items.
 Archive all “monsters” and their statistics.
 Be able to present the archived information in the format of a “Monster Book(s)”.
 Archive all personal histories, themes, modules, and Quill articles.

 Coordinate, organize, keep documentation and archive all Themes, Plots, Personal Plots, Modules, 

Encounters, one of a kind NPCs and the like for future reference.
 Maintain an “Encounters Book” of all approved and ready-to-run personal plots, modules, encounters that 

may run during an event in accordance with the GM Staff and the Theme Masters.
 Update the “History Book”.

 Guide theme masters and assign personnel to cover portions of game play.
 Ensure that approved themes are progressing at a reasonable rate and that theme masters are running 

encounters pertaining to their themes.
 Ensure that someone is running each one-day event and approve/veto all one-day Theme proposals.
 Research, develop and run all personal plots in conjunction with the GSC.
 Inform the GM Staff of all personal plots, modules, encounters and their progress.

 Receive and read all articles submitted for publication in the Mystic Quill, approve or decline them as 

necessary, and release approved articles to the Mystic Quill Editor for publication.
 Be responsible for holding and chairing meetings to discuss Game Play Operations business (including but 

not limited to setting information, economy, Themes, character histories, etc.) as needed or at the direction 
of the Board of Directors. Such meetings must follow KGE-SOP 7.0 – Committees.  

What happened:  Added the power to the GM to have meetings with his staff as needed or as directed to deal with Game Play 
Operations business; requires such meetings to follow meeting proceedures and invite other staff and BoD members.

-Add the following bullet point (in red) to KGE-SOP 7.0 – KGE Committees: (entire section shown for convenience)
7.0 KGE Committees

Committees shall be formed and designated by the KGE BOD in accordance with the adopted Rules of Order.  Each committee chair 
shall be selected in accordance with the KGE adopted Rules of Order.  The committee chair shall:

 Be present to make quorum and will have a vote at committee meetings.
 Assign and notify the BOD at least one week prior to the date, time and location of all meetings.
 Run the committee meetings.
 Invite/inform all non-committee members of the meetings, as they are needed.
 Record attendance at the meetings and submit it to the Secretary by the following scheduled BOD meeting.



 Appoint a secretary to keep minutes for the meetings.
 Present a report and make recommendations to the BOD on behalf of the committee in relation to their purpose/charter.
 Inform the BOD of all written warnings and suspensions issued by the committee.
 Allow any other K1/GSO committee chair or BOD member to attend any meeting, open or closed, to promote communication and 
continuity amongst all K1/GSO committees

What happened:  nothing; just moved this from the GSC/GMC descriptions so that any meetings the PM and GM hold to do their business, have 
to follow the same proceedures as before, as all official meetings they have to conduct business must follow section 7.0

2011/06/05 – 9 2nd: ____________   TS: Y  BB: Y  CB: Y  AS: Y  TH: Y   (3:22)
Second Proposal:  The BOD must approve all structures/construction on KGE property.

Why:  Insurance purposes, mostly.  If our insurance found out we weren’t the ones deciding what got built and when, they’d be likely to drop us.  
It is a huge liability issue.  

Accomplished by:

-Striking KGE-SOP 5.1 – Building and Land Director, and replacing it with:
5.1 Building & Land Director (5.1)

The Building & Land Director shall:
 Report to and receive direction from the Treasurer.
 Allocate areas on KGE Inc. property.
 Oversee major projects and land maintenance as determined by the BOD.
 Certify fire pits and keep a listing of them in the Building & Land Directors Position Binder.
 Oversee the filling of uncertified fire pits.
 Have approval rights for structures and structure sites. (moved to BoD)
 Maintain a standard guideline by which all structures and structure submissions shall be measured against.
 Be responsible for safety issues regarding structures.
 Schedule, organize and attend workdays with the schedule being approved by the BOD.
 Record and submit to the KGE Treasurer all names of individuals participating on a workday.
 Can assign XP to a scheduled workday with a limit of up to 10 XP per scheduled workday and a limit of up to 40 XP per 

KGE member per calendar year for scheduled workdays.
 Perform a land walk through after every scheduled event to assess the “condition” of the field.  A copy of the findings must 

be sent out to the BOD members and the Building and Land Director staff no later than 7 days after the scheduled event.
 Be responsible for presenting all building proposals to the BOD for final approval.

What happened:  Struck approval rights (moved to BOD, see below) and added a bullet point at the end making the BLD responsible for 
presenting all building proposals to the BOD for final approval – meaning the BLD will be our contact point on this and we wont have to be 
flooded with proposals from membership.  

-Add the following bullet point (shown in red) to KGE-SOP 4.0 Board of Directors:
4.0 Board Of Directors

The Board of Directors (BOD) shall be comprised of 5 members; President, Secretary, Treasurer, one Odd Year elected General 
Representatives, and one Even Year elected General Representatives.  Quorum for a Board of Directors meeting shall be by simple majority 
of all filled positions.  A BOD member may not hold two BOD positions concurrently.  The Board of Directors shall:
 Be the final authority on all matters in and out of game for KGE Inc.
 Appoint/approve all positions of KGE Inc. with the exception of the BOD seats.
 Be responsible for policing itself.
 Be responsible for determining all aspects of all positions, including position definitions, eligibility for positions and duties of the 

positions.
 Review the following positions at the last scheduled BOD meeting of the calendar year: Bouncer, Building & Land Director, Safety 

Director, Web Site Administrator and any personnel as designated in each game’s SOP.
 Have Approval rights for structures , structure sites, and all construction on KGE property.  
 Remove from the field any individuals who should not be in attendance at a KGE event, including but not restricted to, suspended 

individuals, non-members who are not invited guests of an official KGE member, KGE members late on dues or lapsed KGE 
members, and those told to leave the field by a marshal.

What happened:  added that final approval must come from the BOD.
 

2011/06/05 – 10 2nd: ____________   TS: Y  BB: Y  CB: Y  AS: Y  TH: Y   (3:22)
Third Proposal:  Add a member status that applies only to people who do not play KGE games but use KGE property, for insurance 
purposes

Why:  if we want to possibly rent our land to other organizations as a source of income, we have to have a provision that both allows our 
insurance to be happy and NOT allow another game to come and dominate voting.  My wording here may not be perfect and could probably use 
some work.  I hope my intention comes across.  



Accomplished by:  Adding the following as 6.1.1 to section 6.1 – KGE Membership Status in KGE-SOP 6.0 KGE Membership.  
This will automatically push the current sub-sections down one number (entire section 6.0 = KGE Membership, shown for convenienc)

5.0 KGE Membership
All persons admitted to any game under KGE’s purview shall have implied rights as a KGE member of KGE, Inc.  Each SOP shall 
define its terms of membership and their rights, thereof, above any beyond those granted by KGE in this section.  The BOD has the 
right to remove and/or refuse (by simple majority vote) admittance of any individual to KGE Inc. and/or any of its games.  Any rights 
of seniority in KGE, Inc. shall be calculated by time spent as an active, participating KGE member, not by time invested in any one 
game.

5.1 KGE Membership Status

5.1.1 Associate:  An Associate member is a member of KGE who partakes (solely) in activities not owned or officially sponsored by KGE 
that take place on KGE properties, including but not limited to members of other LARP or gaming organizations that use KGE property.  
Associate Members do not retain the right of vote in any KGE matter.  If an Associate member wishes to become a Probationary Member they 
must start attending and paying dues at a KGE-owned or sponsored activity such as K1 and update their status on the Annual registration form.

5.1.2 Probationary: Any new KGE member belonging to KGE shall be considered to be a probationary KGE member.  Probationary KGE 
members do not retain the right of vote in any KGE matter, nor may they participate in any other capacity other than membership.  Probationary 
KGE members may be subject to sponsorship as defined in each system’s SOP.  Probationary KGE members shall remain as such until meeting 
all the requirements of Veteran KGE membership as defined in section 6.1.2 – Veteran in the games in which they participate.

5.1.3 Veteran:  Veteran KGE members are those that have ascended from probationary status and have been a KGE member of KGE for 
more than two years.  Veteran KGE members have the following rights: to vote in elections of BOD members, recruit and sponsor new KGE 
members into KGE, and may be candidates in any election subject to other sections in the SOP’s and Policies.

5.1.4 Inactive: Any KGE member that does not pay a full year's KGE membership dues as defined in section 6.2.1 – KGE Membership 
Dues, shall be considered an inactive KGE member for that year.  Inactive KGE members do not retain the right to vote in any KGE matter, nor 
may they participate in any other capacity other than membership nor are they eligible for membership in any game under KGE’s purview.
5.1.5

Why:  I have some intention in 2012, if I am physically able and can work out the money and logistics, of renting KGE’s land to use for an 
Airsoft game I’ve been kicking around for a number of years.  Under the current system, all of my players would have to be KGE members and 
could eventually vote in KGE matters – a renter could theoretically fix votes and take over KGE.  We want to avoid this, I think.

2011/06/05 – 11 2nd: ____________   TS: Y  BB: Y  CB: Y  AS: Y  TH: Y   (3:30)
Fourth Proposal:  Declration of Intent/Mission Statement

What:  Kanar/K1, and by extension, KGE – the entire club, has  suffered for the entire 15 years I have  played  due to a lack of a simple mission 
statement.   This is as simple as the BOD/our club members deciding just what direction Kanar needs to go and making a statement.  This will 
help our staff – they will know what kind and how many encounters to run, what style of rules the BoD and membership is looking for, and it will 
help potential new players by letting them know before they step foot in the door at least generally what they can expect, and if they are looking 
for something that Kanar is not, it will save them the hassle of coming and not enjoying themselves and kanar the hassle of trying to be 
everything to everyone.  Therefore:

I, Travis Hamill, propose that the Board of Directors conduct a survey of ALL Probationary and Veteran members for the 2011 calendar year to 
determine what it is the membership would like to see in a mission statement from KGE, and that the results of this survey be made public to the 
membership at large.  Further, that the BOD use this survey as a basis for issuing a mission statement no later than the first Board of Directors 
meeting of the 2012 calendar year.

2011/06/05 – 12 2nd: ____________   TS: Y  BB: Y  CB: N  AS: Y  TH: Y   (3:30)
Fifth Proposal:  Dues

Why:  The current dues structure places undue and unfair burdens on the Corporate Secretary, who is essentially required to be available to take 
Dues, both K1 and KGE – at all hours of the day at every event.  This is both unreasonable and logistically hard.  I would like to make K1/KGE 
dues pre-pay only, but realize that in the current climate my fellow board members would never go for this despite it being the norm at almost 
every other LARP.  The current system applies no impetus towards responsibility on the part of the players, and I firmly believe that the 
membership needs to “man-up” (if you will excuse the coloqualism) to the fact that they are just as responsible for their own fun at Kanar, and 
part of that is being responsible enough to pay their dues in a timely fashion and not expect the Secretory or her staff to cater to their every whim.  
Pre-paid credit cards can be purchased at every major retailer from Meijers and Wal-mart to the corner drug store and internet access can be had 
at the public library. (and we now require internet access to play anyway – because of signouts and item creation). It’s beyond time to make the 
next step.   In addition, moving towards requiring pre-payment or heavily encouraging it also makes the jobs of the staff easier – we can generate 
a list of pre-paid members before the event and will have less snafu’s with people sneaking in without paying dues or falling through the cracks.  



How:  I intend to raise the per-event dues to 15$. (or 30$ for weeklong) and offer a discount for pre-paying, either online or in-person at a 
previous event.   This is functionally the same as having the at-the-door fee, but instead of (in the minds of most people) “punishing” them for 
paying at the door, is rewarding them for making the life of the Secretary and her staff easier.  It will allow the Secretary to keep more reasonable 
office hours and make the system flow more smoothly.  

-Strike  KGE-SOP-K1 8.0 KGE/K1 Membership and replace it with the following:
K1 Event Dues

Per event fees are paid by the full event only.  There are no single day passes.
Per event fees are paid by the full event only.  There are no single day passes.  With GM approval, event dues are waived for 
players that agree to only play NPCs for that event.  The GM will give a list of dues-exempt players to the Treasurer before each 
event.

8.5.1 K1 Event Dues – Regular Event
The fee for each regular event will be equal to $15 per event.
8.5.1.1 Prepayment Discount

Anyone pre-paying their K1 Event Dues for a regular event (either in-person or online) shall be eligible for a 5$ 
discount.  

8.5.2 K1 Event Dues - Weeklong
The fee for the weeklong event will be $30 for the entire 10 days.  KGE/K1 Members may also buy a special 
weeklong 3 day pass for $10.
8.5.2.1 Prepayment Discount

Anyone pre-paying their K1 Event Dues for the weeklong event for the entire 10 days (either in-person or 
online) shall be eligible for a 10$ discount.  

8.5.3 K1 Event Dues – Full Dues Reduction
While a KGE member holds any of the KGE positions listed below, their event dues will be waived per event they 
attend.  These individuals can not benefit from any other KGE or KGE/K1 dues reductions that might also be in 
effect while they are claiming the benefits from this proposal, nor can they transfer this benefit onto anyone else.  
PM 1st

GM 1st

GM 2nd

CBD 1st

8.5.4 K1 Event Dues – Half Dues Reduction
While a KGE member holds any one of the KGE positions listed below, half of their event dues will be waived per 
event they attend.  These individuals can not benefit from any other KGE or KGE/K1 dues reductions that might also 
be in effect while they are claiming the benefits from this proposal, nor can they transfer this benefit onto anyone 
else.
BLD 1st

Safety 1st

Web-Administrator 1st

Econ 1st

Note:  also changed the word “after” to “before” in this sentence: .  With GM approval, event dues are waived for players that 
agree to only play NPCs for that event.  The GM will give a list of dues-exempt players to the Treasurer before each event.  
 dedicated NPCs are required to sign up for that no later htan 7 days prior to the event, so the GM should have a list of dues-
exempt dedicatd NPCs/Staff aid members BEFORE the event, to make everyone’s life easier.  

2011/06/05 – 13 2nd: ____________   TS: ____  BB: ____  CB: ____  AS: ____  TH: ____   (____________)

I, Travis Hamill, move that Winter Court (feast) be recognized as an In character event.

I, Travis Hamill, move that KGE create a Summer Feast that is an out of character fund raiser.

 

Note: Move fundraiser to summer; Winter feast should be an in-character event.  I do not think this needs to be in 

the SoP necessarily, it just needs to be a decision made by the BoD, one way, or the other.  (Either we move the 

fundraiser to summer and make winter feast an event, or we make winter feast a fundraiser that is NOT in-character 

at all).

Withdrawn by Travis Hammil. 

2011/06/05 – 14 2nd: ____________   TS: ____  BB: ____  CB: ____  AS: ____  TH: ____   (____________)

I, Travis Hamill, move that the Check-in area is mandated through the BOD.  This will involve where it is located, 

what the expectations of it shall be.

 



Note: Check In - since Check In involves a member of the BoD as well as the PM and GM staffs, i think the BoD 

should mandate what it is, where it will be, and what is expected of players at check-in.  Also doesn't necessarily 

need to be in the SoP - could be a statement of policy, instead, so it can be changed more easily to reflect experience 

without a lot of red tape.  

Withdrawn by Travis Hammil

14) Rules Proposals: Time:  3:42
(Rule book is set until 2012)

Reopened Special Business, motion by Connie Blair, second by Angela Steffe.  Time:  4:09

Craig Jarvis sought 431.61 reimbursement for various receipts of items bought.  Passed unanimously.  He sought 
also reimbursement from the BOD for 100.00 for membership fees for 5 players returning to the game to play 
NPC's, one intends on continuing to play.  Tim, Connie, Angela voted for and Travis and Brandon voted against.

Dan Holland asked if we had heard about the garb he was given materials for last year.  Craig spoke to but there's no 
progress.  

Discussed moving back to 2007 standards/limits for budget as a framework

Calendar to be the same as always.

Safety staff is requesting 1250.00 for safety kits for each house.  After some debate this number was agreed upon but 
with the stipulation that there should be a detailed quote provided for expenditures and that we should not be 
handing out budgets without a any checks for what they're being spent on.  Safety Director 2nd agreed that this was a 
good idea.  It was stated that this budget would be an approximation and that it would be flexible instead of a static 
number.  Jeff Harvey just has to email us to let us know what's needed.  

15) Open Discussion – (Good and Welfare): Time:  3:42

16) Motion to Adjourn: Time:  3:44
(Not debatable; goes to immediate majority vote)

17) Chair announces next meeting parameters (date, time and location).
(The next Board of Directors meeting will be on 2011/08/07 at 1:00pm at the AADL freespace room.)

***********

(List of any notes that the Secretary feels is pertinent for the meeting based on the proposals above.)

Attached:
2011/06/05-1:  Motion postponed until next meeting by Tim Shafer

2011/06/05-2:  Proposal withdrawn by Tim Shafer

2011/06/05-4:  As was pointed out by Travis this is so that our insurance covers all people on KGE property.  Also, it prevents a bunch of 
people that don't play our game from coming in and taking over because standard membership dues allow voting rights.

2011/06/05-5:   It was mentioned by Ray Gallerani that if we pass this, technically, some one couldn't prepay their dues in the previous year.    
They couldn't, for instance, pay in December for the next season because it would be considered a donation to KGE.  Craig made a friendly 
ammendment to the following sentence, which is how it will read in finished form.  “All pre-payments to any KGE Inc function, 
game or otherwise, shall be considered effective for the year in which they are received.  
2011/06/05-6:  It was mentioned by Brandon Burns that if we have a policy by which unspent dues money can be forfeited that we must have 
a refund policy in place.  It was mentioned by some one else (Ray Gallerani?) that in the name of good customer service we should make sure 
that there is a more expeditious method in place for refunding money than discussing it at the next BOD meeting.  Everyone seemed to agree on 



that and so Tim Shafer came up with the following adjustment to the original sentence implying that the BOD members present can either have an 
impromptu meeting to discuss individual cases or come to a consensus via email.

“Refund requests submitted in writing to the KGE BOD within 30 days of their payment by a KGE member shall be 

taken into consideration by the KGE BOD no later than the next scheduled BOD meeting.
2011/06/05-11:    Tim Shafer asked Brandon Burns if, as the secretary, I would mind putting together a survey to go out during week long to 
find out what the players want.  Said no as long as there's help writing the questionaire.  The rest of the BOD agreed to help.
2011/06/05-12:  Per Travis there will be a line added to this proposal which will state that this SOP will take effect in the 2012 season.  
Brandon argued that many players have enough trouble paying dues between not having close access to the internet, no vehicles, no jobs, etc.  
Angela proposed that we talk to the players and gather their opinions on the proposal since it will not go through until 2012 and see if there is 
time to adjust to the idea if the players will accept this change and make the necessary accomodations.  There can always be a new proposals 
before the end of the year to change this if players don't seem to accept.
 


